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Abstract 
 
Luminescent colloidal CdSe nanorings are a new type of semiconductor structure that have attracted 
interest due to the potential for unique physics arising from their non-trivial toroidal shape. However, 
the exciton properties and dynamics of these materials with complex topology are not yet well 
understood. Here, we use a combination of femtosecond vibrational spectroscopy, temperature-resolved 
photoluminescence (PL), and single particle measurements to study these materials. We find that on 
transformation of CdSe nanoplatelets to nanorings, by perforating the center of platelets, the emission 
lifetime decreases and the emission spectrum broadens due to ensemble variations in the ring size and 
thickness. The reduced PL quantum yield of nanorings (~10%) compared to platelets (~30%) is 
attributed to an enhanced coupling between: (i) excitons and CdSe LO-phonons at 200 cm-1 and (ii) 
negatively charged selenium-rich traps which give nanorings a high surface charge (~-50 mV). 
Population of these weakly emissive trap sites dominates the emission properties with an increased trap 
emission at low temperatures relative to excitonic emission. Our results provide a detailed picture of 
the nature of excitons in nanorings and the influence of phonons and surface charge in explaining the 
broad shape of the PL spectrum and the origin of PL quantum yield losses. Furthermore, they suggest 
that the excitonic properties of nanorings are not solely a consequence of the toroidal shape but are also 
a result of traps introduced by puncturing the platelet center. 
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Introduction 
 
The shape and size of a semiconducting nanocrystal is key to determining both its physical and 
optoelectronic properties via the nature of exciton quantum confinement1. Where spherical nanocrystals 
have 0D confinement, rod- and plate-shaped nanocrystals have 1D and 2D confinements leading to, for 
example, linearly polarized emission which is free of inhomogeneous broadening2. Over the last two 
decades, a remarkable degree of knowledge has been gained in synthesising these nanocrystals and their 
heterostructured variants (e.g. dot-in-plate)3, with cadmium chalcogenide (CdX, X = S, Se, Te) 
materials finding particular use in a range of fields from catalysis4,5 to neuronal voltage sensing6.  
Recently the shape of CdSe nanocrystals has been extended to nanorings by Fedin et al.7. Where dots, 
rods, etc. all belong to the topological class with genus (g) equal to zero (g = 0) and Euler characteristic 
χ = 2, rings have g = 1 8. Due to synthetic challenges ring-like topologies are challenging to prepare. 
Epitaxial semiconductor rings have been shown to exhibit a range of unique properties including 
terahertz absorption and the formation of magnetoexcitonic quantum states (Aharonov-Bohm effect)9,10.  
Coupling these phenomena with a luminescent solution processable material would be highly desirable 
for a range of magneto-optical applications11 e.g. data storage12–14 or Faraday rotators15. 
Despite this, the electronic and optical properties of colloidal CdSe nanorings has remained largely 
unexplored, and although work by Hartmann et al16. has shown that excitons in rings possess an unusual 
arrangement of in-plane linear dipoles, the exciton dynamics have not been established. Here, we use a 
combination of ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy and temperature-resolved optical and 
structural measurements to achieve an in-depth characterization of CdSe nanorings. Using absorption 
and TA measurements we establish that even a partial etch of the platelet induces a red-shift, a 
broadening of the absorption spectrum, and a decrease in the excited state lifetime.  Density functional 
theory (DFT) calculations show that this is a result of changes in the electronic structure and overall 
material thickness in the direction of quantum confinement introduced by etching. The emission lifetime 
also decreases as the platelet is etched to form a ring, likely arising from the activation of phonon and 
trap mediated non-radiative decay pathways. Single particle PL measurements show the solution PL is 
inhomogenously broadened, likely arising from different sizes in the central hole from ring to ring, 
leading to non-uniform decay of the PL across the emission band and energy transfer between nanorings 
of different band energies. The emission quantum yield of the rings (~10%) is markedly lower than 
platelets (~30%). We find this to be a consequence of coupling between excitons, CdSe LO-phonons at 
200 cm-1 and negative selenium rich traps. We quantify these charge effects with environmental Kelvin 
probe and zeta potential measurements. The structural modifications induced by etching of the platelet 
center systematically increase exciton-phonon coupling even when the platelet is only partially etched. 
Additionally, we find population of sub-band gap trap like states also governs the temperature resolved 
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emission of rings. We quantify the energy barrier for escaping from these traps to be ~8 meV, markedly 
lower than equivalent states in platelets (~21 meV). Finally, we qualitatively find that Auger and carrier 
cooling effects are less significant in rings than in platelets, with the excited state lifetime of the former 
independent of both excitation energy and intensity. We ascribe this to a hopping-type picture where 
excitations sit in sub-bandgap trap sites on the nanoring surface as compared to the delocalized band 
like picture of excitations in platelets. Our results provide a detailed description of excitons in a ring-
like luminescent semiconductor, whose colloidal synthesis means its structure is drastically different 
from the "volcano-like" structures obtained using epitaxy17,18. These findings will be of use not only for 
realizing the potential of colloidal nanorings, but more generally in designing new topological 
semiconductors for optoelectronic and quantum technologies. By understanding in particular how 
defects deviate the properties of these materials away from ideality we will be able to better engineer 
the PLQY, lifetime, etc, for such applications. 
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Results and discussion 
CdSe nanorings as shown in Figure 1a were synthesized using a method previously reported by Fedin 
et al.7. Briefly, 4-monolayer thick CdSe nanoplatelets were first synthesized , and showed an excitonic 
emission at 512 nm2,19. A solution of these nanoplatelets was then heated with Se powder for 5 – 10 min 
to etch the platelet center followed by quenching of the reaction with tributylphosphine. Further details 
of sample preparation and core/crown dimension analysis can be found in the Methods section. Unless 
otherwise stated all measurements were carried out in solution on rings with a hole dimension of ~5 -
10 nm. Samples were always measured within 3 days of preparation and stored and measured in an 
oxygen-free argon environment, to minimize oxidative degradation. 
 
 Figure 1: Structural and optical characterization of CdSe nanorings. a. Transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) image of CdSe nanoplatelets (left) and nanorings (right). Nanorings are formed 
following etching of the nanoplatelet center. The scale bars in the two images are 20 nm and 10 nm 
respectively. b. Absorption spectrum of CdSe nanoplatelets (blue) and nanorings (red) in solution. 
Nanoplatelets show excitonic peaks at 512 nm and 482 nm corresponding to the electron-heavy hole 
and electron-light hole transitions. In nanorings there is a broad excitonic absorption centered at 
600 nm. The respective emission spectrum for 405 nm laser excitation are shown in shading. c. 
Absorption spectrum of nanorings as a function of etch time. The nanoplatelet excitonic peaks disappear 
within the first minute of etching and are replaced by a broad absorption peak. The nanoring absorption 
edge (inset) red shifts over the etch time (10 mins) with the absorption growing in intensity. A second 
absorption peak emerges around ~470 nm when perforation is complete. TEM images (SI, S1) show 
that in 1 – 6 min the majority of nanorings remain partially etched (colour of spectra match arrow. d. 
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Photothermal deflection spectrum (PDS) of CdSe nanoplatelets (red) and nanorings (blue). Fitting the 
absorption tail, we find an Urbach energy of ~40 meV for nanoplatelets and ~38 meV for nanorings. In 
nanoplatelets there is a broad tail of absorbing states out to 1.5 eV these have been assigned to defects 
and inter-sub-band transitions20. 
 
To understand better the transformation of nanoplatelets to nanorings in situ absorption measurements 
were performed. Here, aliquots of solution were taken at given times during etching. Figure 1b, c shows 
the absorption spectra for 4-monolayer (ML) nanoplatelets and nanorings in solution. In order to 
minimize the effects of scattering, measurements were carried out within an integrating sphere (see 
Methods). In contrast to the sharp absorption and weakly Stokes shifted emission of nanoplatelets, 
nanorings show a broad absorption with an emission that is red-shifted from the absorption peak. 
Immediately (within 1 min) after reaching reaction temperature it can be seen that the sharp CdSe 1lh-
1e and 1hh-1e excitonic transitions19 disappear and are replaced with a broad absorption feature that 
gradually red shifts as a function of etch time (although we note that the predominant optical changes 
take place below our time resolution, within 1 min of etching). This additional red-shift is most likely 
a consequence of the increased thickness of the rings over that of the initial platelets. This will in turn 
alter the nature of quantum confinement and mitigate any blue-shift that would be expected from the 
extra confinement conditions introduced by having excitations on a ring. An additional absorption 
feature around 500 nm also grows in throughout the etching process. Because there is a range of ring 
thicknesses (along the long and short-axes of the ring) and variation in the inner and outer ring 
diameters, following addition of the etchant, the absorption peak is broad and more closely resembles 
that observed in 0D dots1. Structural measurements performed in the initial work of Fedin et al. 
additionally confirm increase in thickness on transforming platelets to rings16. We note that the TEM 
image of nanorings in Figure 1a show some variation in contrast suggesting the thickness of individual 
rings is non-uniform. Although this will increase the electronic disorder of nanorings, it does not appear 
to lead to multiple emissive excitonic sites as demonstrated by single particle PL measurements (see 
later).  
 To understand this change in the absorption spectra further, we performed DFT calculations. We used 
a nanoplatelet infinite in lateral dimensions and 2 CdSe monolayers thick to represent the pseudo-2D 
nanoplatelet synthesized in experiments, which possess lateral dimensions much larger than the Bohr 
exciton radius (~5.4 nm)21. The top and bottom {100} surfaces of the platelet were passivated with 
chloride ligands to ensure overall stoichiometry22,23. The nanorings were created by removing atoms 
from the platelets to form holes of different sizes. Further details about the DFT calculations can be 
found in the Methods. As seen in Figure 2a, the platelet exhibits the two absorption peaks due to the 
1lh-1e and 1hh-1e. These peaks are red-shifted compared to experiments due to the well-known 
underestimation of the semiconductor bandgap by DFT. Compared to the platelet, the first absorption 
peaks of the nanorings are red shifted by about 150-300 meV, in qualitative agreement with 
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experiments.  Although we note this peak has low a relatively low intensity and because exciton effects 
are not included in our calculations likely only gives a qualitative picture. As indicated by Figure 2b, 
when a small ring is initially formed, a set of localized states (Figure 2c) emerge just above the valence 
band maximum (VBM). These states are mainly of Cl characteristics (SI, S2i) and are localized on 
opposite sides of the ring. The wavefunction localization pattern is consistent with the k-vector resolved 
PL emission reported by Hartmann et al, whereby the measured radiation pattern shows bright lobes on 
opposite ends of the ring.16 The change in topology only affects the VB states, and the conduction band 
states near the Fermi level remain delocalized and energetically similar to those of the nanoplatelet (SI, 
S2ii). We do note that our calculation is for the stoichiometric nanoring structure whereby all dangling 
bonds were passivated, but in experiments the existence of dangling bonds could introduce additional 
trap states and changes in the electronic structure24,25. 
Our DFT results suggest that the energy shifts in the experimental absorption spectra likely arises from 
two effects: (i) the redshift in the absorption peak as more materials are pushed onto the rings as the 
etching proceeds, increasing the thickness in the quantum confinement direction and (ii) the blueshift 
in the absorption peak as the size of the ring increases.   
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Figure 2: DFT calculations of nanoplatelet and nanoring. a. In-plane absorption spectra (imaginary 
part of the dielectric function) of the nanoplatelet compared with nanorings of different sizes. b. The 
bandstructure of the CdSe nanoplatelet, with the Fermi level denoted by the dashed line. The special k-
points in the Brillouin zone of the reciprocal lattice are Γ = {0,0,0}, M= {0.5,0.5,0.5} and X = {0.5, 
0.0, 0.0}. The band energies at the Γ point of the small nanoring compared to the nanoplatelet. The 
localized states at the top of the VBM are highlighted in blue. c- e. The in-plane view of the ball-and-
stick model of the nanorings of small, medium and large sizes respectively. The Cd, Se and Cl atoms 
are represented by magenta, red and green spheres. The isosurfaces of the VBM wavefunction are 
colored cyan and yellow. The data are visualized using VESTA26. 
 
To understand the role of disorder introduced by etching of the platelet center were performed using 
photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS), which is insensitive to scattering (Figure 1d; Methods)27. 
The PDS absorption spectra of rings shows a single excitonic peak at ~2 eV followed by a relatively 
sharp drop. For platelets a similarly sharp drop in the absorption is observed around 2.25 eV but this 
levels to a weak and broad absorption feature around 2 eV likely related to the absorption of sub-gap or 
defect states20,28,29. Having identified the relevant tail transitions, we can use the PDS measurements to 
quantify the energetic disorder of both rings and nanoplatelets. This is characterized by the Urbach 
energy, Eu, which is related to the absorbance of the material, A, by 𝐴(𝐸) ∝ 𝑒
𝐸
𝐸𝑢, where E is the photon 
energy30. Fitting the absorption tail in Figure 1d to the Urbach formula gives an Eu value of 40 ± 1 meV 
for CdSe platelets and 38 ± 1 meV for CdSe nanorings. This value is approximately 4 times larger than 
that obtained for high-quality GaAs, but lower than values obtained for CdS and CdSe/CdS nanocrystals 
(Eu ≈ 48–65 meV)31,32 and common organic semiconductors (P3HT ≈ 50 meV)33. This suggests that 
although there is a change in the electronic structure on etching of nanoplatelets (with potential 
thickness variations within a single ring) these changes do not significantly impact the degree of 
electronic disorder. This is likely because the surfaces/edges of the nanostructures, common to both, is 
where most of the traps contributing to the Urbach energy are located. We note in nanoplatelets there 
is an additional tail of absorbing states between 1.5 – 2 eV, which may arise from surface defects or 
sub-band gap states.  
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Figure 3: Photoluminescence spectra of single CdSe nanorings at 4 K. a. Typical emission spectra 
of single CdSe nanorings (black lines; each of the spectra is taken from a different single object). Red 
overlay shows a Lorentzian fit to the spectra, with blue spectrum indicating photoluminescence from 
ensemble. A range of emission energies are observed for single nanorings suggesting the ensemble 
spectrum to be composed of rings of varying thickness and/or diameter. b.  Zooming into an example 
single nanoring PL spectrum shows a line width of ~250 μeV in FWHM. c. Time-dependent spectrum 
of emission from a single nanoring. The emission intensity decreases as a result of photobleaching, with 
no new peaks growing in and relatively little peak shifting. 
 
 
The photoluminescence spectrum of nanorings in solution is relatively broad (FWHM ~90 meV) 
compared to nanoplatelets (FWHM ~ 35 meV). To understand whether this originates from sub-
structure within the emission spectrum or inhomogeneous broadening effects, low-temperature (4 K) 
single-particle PL measurements were performed. There is no phase change in the structure of either 
nanoplatelets or nanorings on cooling to 4 K (SI, S3). As exemplified in Figure 3a-b single nanorings 
show a single sharp emission peak varying in center frequency between 1.94 and 2.00 eV and 250 – 
700 μeV FWHM in width. This behavior is in contrast to nanoplatelets where uniform quantum 
confinement leads to an unchanging linewidth between the ensemble and single particles, with single-
particle linewidths ~400 μeV34. Based on our DFT calculations nanorings with a larger radius are 
expected to have a larger bandgap and contribute to the higher energy emission within the ensemble, 
with smaller rings showing red-shifted emission, potentially explaining the observed variation in 
emission energies. Alternatively, the distribution in nanoring bandgaps may arise from variations in 
thickness between rings induced during the etching process, with thicker rings having more red-shifted 
emission. We note that the observation of a single emission peak in the single-particle spectra suggests 
any variation in thickness still only leads to a single emissive site. In any case, the narrow single-particle 
line widths suggest that nanorings have potential for optical applications such as single photon sources, 
where the emission can be coupled with the unusual radiation pattern (Hartmann et al.16 showed the 
transition dipole moments in CdSe nanorings are arranged in a uniaxial, in-plane manner) arising from 
the annular shape16. It is challenging to quantitatively determine the distribution in ring sizes in the 
ensemble, however dynamic light scattering (SI, S9) measurements can be used to qualitatively estimate 
this. Here we find an average (total) nanoring size (hydrodynamic radius) of 15.2 ± 1.4 nm, implying a 
~10% variation in the ring size. This variation in sizes combined with any variations in the confinement 
in the transverse direction of the rings (thickness) likely contributes to the variation in emission energies 
observed.  
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Figure 4: Transient absorption spectrum of nanoplatelets and nanorings following 
photoexcitation with a sub-10 fs pulse. a. Transient absorption spectrum of nanorings. There is a 
gradual red-shift (~50 meV; see inset) and narrowing of the bleach peak following photoexcitation 
which is ascribed to hopping of excitations between defect sites and to nanorings with the lowest 
bandgap within the ensemble. b. Selected spectral slices at given time delays of transient absorption 
spectrum of nanorings. The weakly pronounced negative wing around ~625 nm, which is typically 
assigned to Stark shifts in nanocrystals35, suggests that exciton-exciton interactions are relatively weak 
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in nanorings. c. Transient absorption spectrum of nanoplatelets. Following photoexcitation there is 
relatively little shift in the excitonic peak, with a significantly slower, multi-exponential decay as 
compared to nanorings. d. Selected spectral slices at given time delays of transient absorption spectrum 
of nanorings. The GSB is relatively long-lived as compared to in nanorings. e. Decay rate of the ground 
state bleach of nanorings as a function of etch time. f. The first and second decay constants (t1 and t2) 
do not change significantly with etch time. The final decay constant (t3) appears to slightly lengthen as 
the platelet center is further etched. 
  
Although several studies have addressed the steady-state properties of CdSe nanorings, no experiments 
have been able to elucidate how the exciton dynamics are influenced by their toroidal structure7,15. In 
order to directly probe the exciton dynamics in nanorings and understand how these excitons interact 
with phonon modes, we conducted femtosecond transient absorption (fs-TA) spectroscopy. A solution 
of nanorings was excited with a 9 fs pump pulse (upper limit verified by second-harmonic-generation 
frequency-resolved optical gating35 (SHG-FROG); SI, S4) centered at 530 nm such that it was partially 
resonant with the exciton transitions of the rings. Figure 4a shows the transient absorption spectrum of 
nanorings, where ΔT/T is plotted as a function of probe wavelength and time delay between pump and 
probe. ΔT is the change in the transmission of the sample with/without the pump pulse, and T is the 
transmission without the pump pulse. 
The positive narrow signal centered at around 580 nm (Figure 4a,b) corresponds to the ground-state 
bleach (GSB) of nanorings, which agrees well with the steady-state absorption (Figure 1b; we note at 
the fluences used here there are ~0.15 excitations per nanorings; see SI, S5). This GSB decays with two 
lifetimes, an initial fast component of ~2 ps, followed by a much slower decay with a ∼30 ps lifetime. 
The bleach red-shifts over a period of ~10 ps before beginning to decay (see Figure 4b inset). On the 
lower-energy edge of the bleach there is a weak negative feature.  In nanoplatelets (Figure 4c,d) the 
transient absorption response is quite different. Here there is a relatively slow tri-exponential decay of 
the bleaching peak with an average decay time of ~920 ps and little-to-no-peak shifting following 
excitation (fit SI, S5). There is also a strong negative band on the red-edge of the GSB. 
Several groups have performed and analyzed the transient absorption spectra of CdSe nanoplatelets. 
The derivative-like spectrum can be explained well by a model that accounts for state-filling-induced 
bleach of the electron-heavy hole and electron-light hole exciton transitions, a Stark shift in the center 
frequency of these transitions due exciton-exciton interactions and bandgap renormalization36–39. Hole-
trapping at surface defects and delocalization of excitons over the nanoplatelet have also been stated to 
occur in the first ~100 ps following photoexcitation in these materials40. This potentially explains why 
the GSB at 512 nm is comparatively short-lived compared to the negative feature at 525 nm, with state 
filling at the band edge replaced by trap state absorption and a large Stark shifts induced by more 
delocalised electrons at a band edge level (see SI, S5).  
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In nanorings there is a much weaker derivative-like shape to the spectrum with the negative wing on 
the red low-energy edge of the GSB decaying rapidly over ~1 ps. The spectrum is strongly reminiscent 
of that observed in metal halide perovskites, where following photoexcitation there is rapid (sub-500 fs) 
renormalization of the bandgap, giving rise to an early-time derivative feature, followed by cooling and 
hopping of excitations to localization sites41–43. The lack of persistence of this negative wing suggests 
that hot carrier induced exciton-exciton interactions are also weaker in nanorings in keeping with a 
picture of localized excitations44,45. This conclusion is supported by experiments on partially etched 
platelets, where the initial fast decay time remains independent of etch time, but the slow component 
lengthens, potentially as a result of more sub-bandgap trap states being introduced as the etch progresses 
(Figure 4e,f). This lack of negative feature in the transient absorption spectrum of nanorings compared 
to nanoplatelets also suggests a smaller biexciton binding energy in these materials. This is in line with 
the increased thickness of nanorings compared to nanoplatelets where Coulomb interactions are 
screened by the inorganic material. 
Given the significant inhomogeneous broadening in the emission of nanorings, the red-shift (~50 meV) 
in the center frequency of the GSB over ~1 ps, may also represent energy transfer to the lowest energy 
nanorings within the solution ensemble with different recombination rates within the manifold46,47. 
However, the relatively large (~90 meV) Stokes shift between the absorption and emission of nanorings 
suggests that this may only be a partial effect. Indeed, performing pump-probe measurements as a 
function of ring concentration shows minimal change in the degree of red-shift (~35 meV in dilute 
solutions) suggesting that energy transfer does not play a dominant role (see SI, S5 for further discussion 
and FRET calculations which show a FRET efficiency <2%). 
 
Figure 5: Impulsive vibrational spectrum and resonant Raman spectra of nanorings and 
nanoplatelets. a. Subtracting the electronic decay from the nanoring bleach and Fourier transforming 
the residual gives the impulsive (state-specific) vibrational spectrum (blue). Two clear peaks are 
observed at 200 cm-1 and 400 cm-1 corresponding to the CdSe LO-phonon stretch and its replica. These 
peaks also appear in the resonant (532 nm) Raman spectra (black). b. Repeating the same analysis for 
nanoplatelets appears to show no modes in either the IVS or Raman spectra, suggesting weak exciton-
phonon coupling. 
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As the samples are excited with a sub-10 fs pump pulse, vibrational wavepackets can be generated on 
both the ground- and excited-state potential energy surfaces48–50. These then appear as an oscillatory 
feature on top of the electronic decay, as seen in the TA map and kinetics51. In order to extract the 
frequency of the vibrational modes, the electronic component of the TA spectrum in Figure 5a and b 
was subtracted and the remaining oscillatory component fast Fourier transformed into the frequency 
domain (see SI, S6). In the case of nanorings a single mode centered at ∼200 cm–1 (frequency resolution 
16 cm–1; dephasing time ~800 fs) is observed to modulate the GSB, whereas in nanoplatelets no modes 
are seen to modulate the spectra (Figure 5). Performing steady-state resonant (532 nm) and off-resonant 
(633 nm) Raman measurements also shows the 200 cm-1 mode to be present in nanorings but there are 
no observable modes in the Raman spectra of nanoplatelets, consistent with previous studies where only 
weak-exciton phonon coupling has been observed52. Analyzing the literature shows this 200 cm-1 mode 
corresponds to an LO-phonon of CdSe53–55; this mode also appears in the steady state and time domain 
Raman spectra of partially etched nanorings confirming it to be introduced by the etch, but is likely not 
necessarily a consequence of the annular shape (SI, S7). Strong coupling of excitons with this phonon 
mode further supports the idea of rapid localization of excitons in nanorings following photoexcitation. 
This is in contrast to the picture of excitons in nanoplatelets where the greater delocalization likely leads 
to weaker exciton-phonon coupling52,56–59. Based on our DFT calculations, the strong localization of the 
excitons in the nanorings can be attributed to some degree to strong localization of the hole states that 
emerged in the nanoring electronic structure.  
 
 
Figure 6: Pump energy and intensity dependence of transient absorption dynamics in 
nanoplatelets and nanorings. a. In both nanoplatelets and nanorings the ground state bleach shows a 
multi-exponential decay. For nanoplatelets pumping at higher energies away from the band edge and 
with higher pump intensities results in faster decay components. This is suggestive of cooling and Auger 
recombination within a band like picture of excitations. b. In nanorings there is no pump energy or 
intensity dependence in the dynamics (in the excitation regime studied here where there is less than 1 
excitation per particle; see SI, S5 for fluence dependence and carrier concentration calculations). In 
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both panels the error on the fitted decay is sufficiently small (± 10 ps) that is not shown so as to maintain 
clarity. 
 
Using a narrow-band excitation pulse (FWHM ~10 nm, pulse duration ~200 fs), we can also study the 
excitation energy and laser intensity dependence of transitions in both rings and platelets (Figure 6; we 
note that for each measurement a similar carrier concentration is maintained between nanoplatelets and 
nanorings (see SI, S5)). In the case of nanoplatelets on increasing both the pump fluence and energy 
there is a qualitative shortening of the GSB lifetime (Figure 6a). This is in keeping with a model of state 
filling within a valence band where the cooling time decreases when pumping closer to the band edge 
and Auger recombination increases with greater excitation densities60,61. In contrast, nanorings do not 
appear to show any pump energy or excitation density dependence in their transient absorption 
response. This would again fit with a trap-like picture where excitons hop from site-to-site before 
localizing, likely assisted by the 200 cm-1 phonon mode, as opposed to being delocalized in band states. 
Regardless of pump energy and intensity, in both nanorings and nanoplatelets cooling times remain on 
the sub-picosecond timescale, suggesting as in 0D CdSe QDs the phonon bottleneck is bypassed e.g. 
by transfer of energy from hot electrons to holes62. In nanorings, our results suggest that any excess 
energy is also rapidly dissipated before any localization occurs. 
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Figure 7: Temperature dependent absorption spectra of nanoplatelets and nanorings. a. The 
absorption spectra of nanoplatelets (red) initially blue-shifts to higher energies on cooling, followed by 
a gradual red-shift when cooling below 20 K. Solid line marks absorption maximum at 295 K. b. In 
nanorings (blue) there is a similar blue- and then red-shift in the absorption maximum on cooling. 
Temperature X-ray diffraction measurements confirm there is no phase transition on cooling for either 
nanorings or nanoplatelets (see SI, S3). 
 
Figure 7 reports temperature dependent absorption measurements for films of nanoplatelets and 
nanorings. In the case of both nanorings and nanoplatelets the absorption spectrum initially shows a 
concomitant blue-shift to higher energies on cooling. In both materials the absorption spectrum then 
begins to red-shift to lower energies below a certain temperature (~60 K in nanoplatelets and ~100 K 
in nanorings). In nanoplatelets this effect has been previously ascribed to phonon-mediated thermal 
redistribution between two levels having different oscillator strengths (SI, S8)63. Given the similar 
behaviour we can hence tentatively suggest in this regard a similar two electronic state picture 
potentially exists for excitons in nanorings. Here, when the thermal energy becomes smaller than any 
energy splitting, only the lower level will be thermally populated. However, at elevated temperatures 
both upper and lower states are populated and because the upper state has a higher oscillator strength, 
this state will dominate the optical behaviour.  
In nanoplatelets a similar behaviour as to that discussed above is also realised in emission 
measurements, with a non-monotonic change in the PL intensity and wavelength with temperature and 
a red-shifting zero-phonon line below 80 K (Figure 8a). A second weakly emissive state also appears 
centered around 630 nm in nanoplatelets. We note this state is unlikely to arise from a population of 
thicker nanoplatelets, as the thickest stable CdSe nanoplatelets synthesised thus far (6 monolayers) have 
their emission centered around ~590 nm64. For the case of nanorings the temperature resolved emission 
shows some similarities to nanoplatelets but also some differences. In these materials the PL intensity 
is rapidly reduced on decreasing the temperature with a second spectrally broad (~70 meV at 4 K) 
emissive state (centered around 660 - 740 nm) growing in intensity on cooling. The difference in energy 
between trap states in nanoplatelets and nanorings suggests that although they are both likely located in 
a similar location i.e. at the surface, the change in electronic structure arising from shape nanocrystal 
shape alters their energies. At 5 K the main excitonic emission and emission from this second state are 
almost equal in intensity, in contrast to the nanoplatelets where emission from the excitonic state is ~10 
times greater than emission from the state at ~630 nm, even at 4 K. We assign these observations to 
population competition with low-lying trap states as has been observed in 0D quantum dots65,66. At low 
temperatures excitations localize in these trap states from which some fraction of the excitons can decay 
radiatively. The PL intensity of the band-edge (BE) emissive state and trap state will be proportional to 
the occupation, n, which follows a Boltzmann distribution, giving: 
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𝑃𝐿𝐵𝐸
𝑃𝐿𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
 ∝  
𝑛𝐵𝐸
𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
=  
𝑔𝐵𝐸
𝑔𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝
𝑒(
−∆𝐸
𝑘𝑇
)  (Equation 1) 
 
In this equation ΔE is the energy difference between traps and the band-edge excitonic state and 𝑔𝐵𝐸 
and 𝑔𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝 are the band edge exciton and trap state degeneracy respectively. Fitting the PL ratio 
intensities from these two states as shown in Figure 6 for nanoplatelets and nanorings then allows us to 
determine the trap-state depth. In this fitting we make the assumption that any charge transfer is 
sufficiently fast to establish an equilibrium between traps and band-edge states and consequently only 
perform the fit at high temperatures (T>200 K)67. Fitting the data yields trap activation energies of 21 
± 5 meV for nanoplatelets and 8 ± 5 meV in nanorings. We note these are both consistent with the 
observation of room temperature emission from trap states. One final observation from these low 
temperature PL measurements is that the PL maximum initially slightly blue-shifts and then begins to 
red-shift below 150 K in nanorings, suggesting the main emission from the main excitonic state is still 
consistent with a model similar to that observed in nanoplatelets (Figure 8c and e).  
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Figure 8: Low temperature emission spectra of CdSe nanoplatelets and nanorings. a. Emission 
spectra of CdSe nanoplatelets excited at 405 nm. A non-monotonic change in the PL intensity and 
maximum peak position is observed on cooling, with some secondary sub-band gap emission centered 
around 660 nm (see SI, S8 for spectral slices). b. Emission spectra of CdSe nanorings. As for 
nanoplatelets, the excitonic emission initially blue-shifts to higher energies on cooling before red-
shifting when below 100 K. There is a secondary sub-band gap emission peak which grows in intensity 
on cooling. There is a secondary sub-band gap emission peak which grows in intensity on cooli  ng. c. 
Maximum peak position for excitonic and sub-band gap emission as a function of temperature for CdSe 
nanoplatelets. The maximum peak position for both the sub-band gap and excitonic state in 
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nanoplatelets initially shows a red-shift followed by a blue-shift below 100 K. d. Log of ratio of 
integrated intensities for excitonic and sub-band gap emission in nanoplatelets. At room temperature 
there is ~16 times more emission from the excitonic state as compared to sub-band gap emission. At 
low temperature this ratio is reduced to ~8 (SI, S8). Fitting the high temperature data (T > 200 K) with 
the model in equation 1 allows extraction of the trap activation energy of ~21 meV.  e. Maximum peak 
position for excitonic and sub-band gap emission as a function of temperature for CdSe nanorings. 
Where the sub-band gap emission only blue-shifts to higher energies on cooling, the excitonic emission 
in nanorings initially shows a red-shift followed by a blue-shift. f. Log of ratio of integrated intensities 
for excitonic and sub-band gap emission in nanorings (PLBE/PLtrap). At room temperature there is ~11 
times more emission from the excitonic state as compared to sub-band gap emission, whereas at low 
temperature the emission intensity from these two states is almost equal (SI, S8). Fitting the high 
temperature data (T > 200 K) with the model in equation 1 allows extraction of the trap activation energy 
of ~8 meV. 
 
In order to understand the loss of emission towards trap states in nanorings and nanoplatelets transient 
photoluminescence measurements were performed (Figure 9) on solutions of nanorings and 
nanoplatelets. In both nanoplatelets and nanorings a multi-exponential decay is observed. In 
nanoplatelets the initial fast component of the decay (>10 ns) has been ascribed to cooling, energy 
transfer and Auger decay which are accelerated due to a ‘giant oscillator strength’ effect2. The delayed 
component of the emission (which has been shown to extend to beyond 20 μs) has been assigned to 
reversible charge trapping/detrapping. The emission decay in platelets is uniform across the band in 
keeping with the low-inhomogeneous broadening and a picture of delocalized excitations. By contrast 
the PL decay in nanorings is much shorter than platelets, although also multi-exponential, with the 
decay here well described with three decay constants of 1.3 ± 0.2 ns, 7.2 ± 2 ns and 40.3 ± 2 ns. The 
absence of a long-lived emission component in the decay suggests a model using reversible-carrier 
trapping/delayed luminescence cannot be used to explain the PL decay in these materials68. In light of 
the aforementioned evidence for localization of excitations in nanorings, the fast component of the PL 
decay is potentially associated with a combination of cooling processes and energy transfer between 
different nanorings within the inhomogeneously broadened PL. The slower part of the decay may then 
reflect the time taken for the excitations to hop and localize between sites on a particular nanoring. Once 
the carries are localized the recombination is relatively fast likely as a result of the strong coupling with 
CdSe LO-phonons51,69,70 and negatively charged selenium rich surface sites (SI, S9), hence explaining 
the relatively overall short lifetime (and low PL quantum yield).   
 
The nanoring PL decay is not uniform across the band, with faster decay on the blue high-energy edge, 
and with the PL peak maximum shifting to lower energies over ~1 ns. This is again likely a consequence 
of inhomogeneous broadening within the emission of nanorings, with some energy transfer to nanorings 
with a smaller band gap following photoexcitation. There could also be energy transfer between 
different sites of varying thickness (and hence band gap) on the individual nanorings. The low overall 
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FRET efficiency between nanorings (see SI, S5) will further serve to reduce the PL quantum yield. 
However, the stability of the single nanoring PL precludes transient photoluminescence measurements 
to fully characterize this and establish whether the low quantum yield for nanorings results from lower 
yield for all nanorings, or arises because some are emissive and others are quenched. The results are 
also consistent with the hypothesis that rings which have a higher band energy (bluer PL) undergo faster 
radiative recombination. From our DFT simulations (Figure 2) it would be expected that these nanorings 
have a larger radius. Finally, we note in both platelets and nanorings emission from the sub-gap states 
at 630 nm and 740 nm (see SI, S10 for spectral slices) are relatively long-lived compared to emission 
from excitons. 
 
Figure 9: Transient photoluminescence measurements of nanoplatelets and nanorings excited at 
405 nm: a. Transient photoluminescence spectrum of 4-monolayer nanoplatelets in solution. There is 
a multi-exponential decay (right) which decays uniformly across the emission band. At early times the 
decay is attributed to energy transfer and cooling whereas at later times corresponds to reversible charge 
trapping. A second, long lived emission feature at ~630 nm is observed. b.  Transient 
photoluminescence spectrum of nanorings. The emission is significantly shorter lived than nanoplatlets 
with a faster decay at higher energies (left). An additional emissive feature ~740 nm is observed which 
has relatively long lived emission compared with that of excitons and is suggested to originate from 
sub-band gap defect states. 
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Figure 10: Kelvin probe study of oxygen dependence and surface photovoltage response of 
nanoplatelets and nanorings. a. Schematic of Kelvin probe setup. In the Kelvin probe contact potential 
difference (CPD) measurement, a vibrating gold tip (potential Vb) is suspended a distance above a 
sample on a grounded ITO substrate. The peak-to peak amplitude of the time-varying voltage from the 
tip is proportional to the sum of Vb and the contact potential difference Vcpd between the inner face of 
the vibrating tip and the sample surface. As Vb is altered to minimise the measured voltage, Vcpd can be 
determined71. b. The initial dark contact potential difference (CPD) between the stainless steel tip in 
nitrogen atmosphere is -940 mV and +340 mV for the nanorings and nanoplatelets respectively. In the 
case of the nanorings and platelets, a rapid increase in work function on the order of 300 mV is observed 
upon exposure to ambient atmosphere as it is pumped into the system at t=0. This abrupt change is 
attributed to the formation of a surface dipole as oxygen is absorbed into the active surface of 
nanomaterials72. In the nanorings, the transition into a linear CPD change, between -600 mV to -
300 mV, likely represents a further diffusion of oxygen into the rings. At 30 minutes, the atmosphere is 
replaced with nitrogen and the CPD recovers to -600 mV. This indicates oxygen can be partially 
removed from physisorbed sites, however the initial binding to oxygen is beyond thermally activated 
desorption at room temperature. c. Surface photovoltage response comparison between rings and 
platelets in nitrogen. Thin films of samples were held in a dark nitrogen environment then exposed to 
an AM1.5 white light source for 30 s while the recovery of the CPD is monitored. The magnitude of 
the SPV response is on the order of 40 mV for both rings and platelets.  As, in general, the SPV recovery 
is trap-dominated we can infer the number and energy depth of trap states depending the CPD change 
after exposure to white light72,73.  We find for the rings that the SPV response decays within the 
instrument time resolution (< 1 s), whereas for the platelets this is a much longer process (> 300 s). This 
suggests that the traps are deeper and longer lived in the rings compared to platelets. 
 
Finally, to investigate how atmospheric effects and light soaking influence electronic properties in 
nanorings and nanoplatelets macroscopic Kelvin probe74 and surface photovoltage (SPV) 
measurements71 were performed on thin films of both (Figure 10). The Kelvin probe is sensitive to out 
of plane charge changes, particularly the net surface dipole via measurement of the contact potential 
difference (CPD; – the difference in work function between sample and tip), hence the orientation, etc. 
of nanostructures on the substrate is also an important consideration. In the case of both nanoplatelets 
and nanorings we see this is dramatically altered by the introduction of oxygen to the ambient 
environment (Figure 10a). For nanoplatelets the oxygen alters the contact potential difference (whose 
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change is proportional to the change in net surface dipole) by ~300 mV and in nanorings by ~600 mV. 
Interestingly in both nanostructures, after the sudden increase in oxygen concentration, the rate of 
change in CPD has a biphasic response with an initial fast change and then a slower secondary increase. 
The initial change in CPD is likely due to incorporation of oxygen via electronic bonding. Conversely 
the second regime likely corresponds to diffusion of surface oxygen, potentially through weak van der 
Waals interactions. This is supported by the recovery of CPD through the introduction of nitrogen into 
the system. In nanoplatelets this second phase does not involve a pronounced change in the CPD, with 
the CPD returning to almost the same value on refilling the chamber with nitrogen; this suggests that 
oxygen incorporation is much weaker. In addition to the effect of oxygen we also investigated the effect 
of light exposure on the CPD by measuring the CPD following illumination and extinction. In both 
materials the CPD changes quite dramatically (~40 mV) on light soaking. In the case of nanoplatelets, 
the recovery of the CPD is relatively slow as compared to the nanorings. This slow return of the CPD 
is ascribed to the reduced rate of freeing of charges from trap sites in the nanostructure and suggests 
that nanoplatelets contain either, a greater number of, or deeper traps72,75,76.  This is in agreement with 
the low temperature PL measurements which show that the trap degeneracy (from equation 1) in 
nanoplatelets is higher than in nanorings, and also confirmed by the slightly lower Urbach energy for 
nanorings over nanoplatelets. We emphasise that for other measurements in this manuscript (transient 
absorption, photoluminescence, etc.) the samples were encapsulated (films) or sealed (solution) in an 
inert nitrogen or argon environment. 
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Conclusion 
We have investigated exciton dynamics in colloidal CdSe nanorings. Using ultrasensitive, scatter-free 
absorption measurements, we have shown forming these rings from nanoplatelets introduces relatively 
little disorder into the materials. DFT simulations show the changes in the electronic structure lead to a 
red-shift in the absorption on etching the central hole of the platelets to form a ring. Variation in the 
size, thickness, and localization properties of the rings leads to a broad absorption and emission with a 
large Stokes shift as confirmed by single-particle PL measurements. Following photoexcitation, 
excitons on the nanoring hop between (surface) trap sites before localising, this is in contrast to the 
delocalized, band-like picture of excitations in nanoplatelets. These increased exciton localization likely 
emergeds from the localized hole state due to the change in topology and electronic structure from the 
creation of the nanoring. There is also likely energetic hopping between nanorings of different band 
energies within the ensemble.  The surfaces of nanorings have a large negative charge, suggesting the 
traps consist of regions of unpassivated selenium. In contrast to nanoplatelets, there is strong coupling 
between excitons and an LO-phonon mode at 200 cm-1, which we suggest plays a key role in localising 
excitations. In-situ characterization of nanorings during their formation from nanoplatelets suggests this 
enhanced exciton-phonon coupling is introduced during the etching process. Using low-temperature 
absorption and emission, we confirm this equilibrium between trap and excitonic emission, with the 
former dominating at low temperatures.  
These results have several implications for the engineering of 2D colloidal nanorings. Firstly, they 
suggest that passivation of negative selenium traps is key. This might be achieved either via appropriate 
surface ligands or by better removing excess selenium from the etch process. Given exciton-phonon 
scattering is a major PL loss pathway in these materials, our results additionally suggest that tuning of 
the material structure is required. This could perhaps be achieved by  alloying of the material77, to reduce 
coupling with phonon modes and alleviate strain in nanorings, an approach which has had success in 
some 2D transition metal dichalcogenides78,79. In general, the nature of trap states in these materials 
remains poorly understood and future work should aim to better characterize these, e.g., via 
computational modelling. From a synthetic viewpoint, ensuring all nanorings have the same diameter 
would lead to emission with narrower linewidths. This could  potentially be achieved by flow-synthesis 
routes80.  
As active materials for quantum dot LEDs, the strong exciton-phonon coupling in nanorings is not 
advantageous, due to the asymmetry and PL broadening introduced81. However, these materials could 
find use in novel polariton lasers, where the strong exciton-phonon coupling increases the rate of 
polariton relaxation allowing for low lasing thresholds82–84. The fact that the emission is sharp (FWHM 
μeV range)  while at the few-particle level means they could be promising candidates for novel photonic 
applications which can exploit their toroidal geometry.  
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 For application in solar cells, the high trap density and the fact that the main carriers are excitons as 
opposed to free charges, limits the use of nanorings, although these materials would be optimal over 
nanoplatelets. However, if the PL quantum yield can be enhanced, nanorings might find effective use 
in luminescent solar concentrators, where a high Stokes shift between absorption coupled with the 
potential for highly directed emission is desirable. In terms of applications that exploit the nanoring 
shape, our results suggest that surface traps introduced by etching of the platelet center might be a 
limiting factor85. However, our work points to a potentially unusual excitonic fine structure where there 
is an interplay between effects observed in 2D platelets and 0D dots. Investigating this further with 
magneto-optical spectroscopies should be the focus of future work. 
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Methods  
CdSe Nanorings synthesis 
CdSe nanorings (NRs) were synthesized according to the method of Fedin et al.7 following the chemical 
etching of CdSe nanoplatelets (NPLs) synthesized according to the method of Ithurria et al.2 All 
materials were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated and were used as received. A 
typical procedure is as follows. 
Cadmium myristate was prepared by first reacting myristic acid (1.37 g, 6 mmol) with sodium 
hydroxide (0.24 g, 6 mmol) in 240 mL methanol. Cadmium nitrate (0.617 g, 2 mmol) dissolved in 
40 mL methanol was then added dropwise with vigorous stirring over 1 hour. The white precipitate was 
collected through vacuum filtration and washed 3 times with 30 mL methanol. The powder was dried 
under vacuum overnight at 80 °C. 
A 50 mL 3-necked flask was loaded with cadmium myristate (170 mg) and 1-octadecene (ODE, 15 mL) 
then degassed at 100 °C for 10 minutes. The flask was switched to N2 then cooled to room temperature. 
Selenium powder (12 mg, 100-mesh) was added under flowing N2 then the flask degassed at 90 °C for 
30 minutes. The flask was switched to N2 and heated to 140 °C until the Se had fully dissolved. A 
separate receiving Schlenk flask containing methylcyclohexane (MCH, 10 mL) and degassed oleic acid 
(OA, 2 mL) in N2 was prepared. The 3-necked flask was rapidly heated to 240 °C, and finely ground 
cadmium acetate dihydrate (40 mg, 0.15 mmol) was added to the flask under nitrogen flow when the 
temperature reached 190 °C. The solution was maintained 240 °C for 4 minutes. The hot solution was 
then extracted with a glass syringe and metal needle and rapidly injected into the receiving flask. The 
cloudy solution was allowed to settle for 3 hours then transferred to an Ar glovebox then centrifuged at 
12000 g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the precipitate was resuspended in 4 mL 
MCH and filtered through a 0.2 µm PTFE syringe filter. The crude solution was purified twice by 
precipitation with ethanol, centrifugation and resuspension in MCH. The purified NPLs were stored in 
MCH. 
A quantity of purified nanoplatelets was dispersed into degassed ODE (3 mL) and degassed OAm 
(1 mL). The absorption spectrum of the NPLs in MCH was used to determine the amount of stock 
solution to be used. When the sharp absorption feature at 511 nm for a solution of NPLs diluted by a 
factor of 300 was 0.2 A in a 1 cm cuvette, 1 mL of the undiluted solution was used for the ring etch 
procedure. The NPL solution in ODE/OAm was transferred to a 25 mL 3-necked flask purged with N2. 
The solution was heated to 80 °C under N2 for 15 minutes to evaporate the MCH then the flask was 
slowly degassed whilst being allowed to cool to room temperature. Selenium powder (Alfa-Aesar, 
7.9 mg, 325-mesh) was dispersed and sonicated in degassed OAm (1 mL) and 0.2 mL of this suspension 
was added to the degassed NPL solution. The flask was degassed at room temperature for 10 minutes 
before heating to 140 °C under N2. The temperature was maintained at 140 °C for 10 minutes, then tri-
n-butylphosphine (0.2 ml) was injected into the flask and the temperature was increased to 220 °C. The 
heating mantle was removed immediately upon reaching 220 °C and the flask was allowed to cool to 
room temperature. At 37 °C, finely ground cadmium formate (MP Biomedicals, 10 mg) was added to 
the flask, and the mixture was stirred for 1 hour. The solution was transferred to an Ar glovebox and 
purified by precipitation with a mixture of ethanol/acetone, centrifugation and resuspension in hexane. 
Bright-field Transmission Electron Microscopy 
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Bright-field transmission electron microscopy was performed with a FEI Tecnai F20 TEM at 200 kV 
operating voltage. Samples were prepared by deposition of diluted nanocrystals in hexane onto carbon-
coated Cu grids (Agar AGS160). 
 
Photoluminescence Quantum Efficiency (PLQE) 
Photoluminescence quantum efficiency was performed on a home-built measurement setup consisting 
of an integrating sphere (Labsphere 4P-GPS-053-SL), collection fibre (Andor SR-OPT8019), 
spectrograph (Andor Kymera-328i) and detector (Andor iDus 420). The setup was calibrated for 
spectral sensitivity with a NIST-traceable quartz-tungsten-halogen lamp (Newport 63967-200QC-OA). 
Excitation was performed with a 520 nm temperature-controlled diode laser (Thorlabs). PLQE values 
were determined via the integrating sphere method86.  
 
Absorption Spectroscopy 
Linear absorption spectra of colloidal nanoplatelets solutions, placed in a 1 mm path length cuvette 
(Hellma), were measured using a commercial PerkinElmer Lambda 750 UV–vis–NIR setup equipped 
with a 10 cm integrating sphere module attachment. A Xe lamp was used as an excitation source, and 
all measurements were performed under standard ambient conditions. In order to collect the scattered 
light, the sample cuvette was placed on the front window of the sphere. The spectra were measured 
simultaneously with the solvent hexane to correct for its absorption. 
 
Single particle photoluminescence spectroscopy 
The samples were prepared by dropcasting a diluted solution of nanorings (dilution up to 5000 times) 
onto ~ 5 x 5 mm² glass slides. They were then mounted on the cold finger of a cryostat (Oxford 
Instrument) allowing the control of the temperature from ≈ 4 K to room temperature. The samples were 
excited with a continuous wave diode-pumped solid state laser (Thorlabs DJ532) emitting at 533 nm, 
mounted in its temperature controlled laser mount (Thorlabs TCLDM9). The excitation was focused 
using a microscope objective (NA = 0.6, spot size ≈ 1 μm). The incident power density was kept around 
5 μW/μm². The luminescence was collected using the same optic and spectrally analyzed with an 
ACTON SP2760i Roper Scientific-Princeton Instruments spectrometer coupled to a nitrogen-cooled 
SPEC10-2KB-LN (RS-PI) CCD camera (1200 lines per mm grating). 
 
Temperature-Dependent Absorption 
An Agilent Cary 6000i UV–vis–NIR spectrophotometer with blank substrate correction was used. Spin-
coated samples on fused silica substrates were placed in a continuous-flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments 
Optistat CF-V) under a helium atmosphere. We allowed the sample temperature to equilibrate for 30 
min before taking data. 
 
DFT Calculations 
All DFT calculations were performed using the Quantum Espresso suite (v6.4)87,88. We used the SG15 
norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated by ONCVPSP89 and the electronic wavefunctions were 
expanded in a plane wave basis with an energy cutoff of 60 Ry. The exchange correlation functional 
was approximated by the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation90. A 
vaccum spacing of 15 Å was added to the supercell in the z-dimension to remove any spurious 
interactions, and atomic positions were relaxed until the residual forces were <0.01 eV/Å. The 
frequency-dependent dielectric function was computed using the independent particle approximation. 
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Bulk zincblende CdSe was used to create nanoplatelets with their top and bottom surfaces being the 
{100} facets, which were passivated by Cl ligands. The nanorings were created in a 3 ×3 supercell, and 
all structures were stoichiometric in Cd, Se and Cl composition. The Monkhorst-Pack91 k-point 
sampling scheme used for Brillouin zone has divisions of less than 0.03 Å-1, and only the Γ point was 
sampled in the z-direction. 
 
Photothermal Deflection Spectroscopy 
PDS measures the refractive index change due to heat that is caused by nonradiative relaxation when 
the incoming light is absorbed and can be considered a scatter-free technique for measuring absorption 
capable of measuring 5–6 orders of magnitude weaker absorption than the band-edge absorption. For 
the measurements, a monochromatic pump light beam produced by a combination of a Light Support 
MKII 100 W xenon arc source and a CVI DK240 monochromator was shone on the sample (film on 
Spectrosil fused silica substrate), inclined perpendicular to the plane of the sample, which on absorption 
produces a thermal gradient near the sample surface via nonradiative relaxation induced heating. This 
results in a refractive index gradient in the area surrounding the sample surface. This refractive index 
gradient was further enhanced by immersing the sample in an inert liquid FC-72 Fluorinert (3M 
Company) that has a high refractive index change per unit change in temperature. A fixed-wavelength 
CW laser probe beam, produced using a Qioptiq 670 nm fiber-coupled diode laser with temperature 
stabilizer for reduced beam pointing noise, was passed through this refractive index gradient, producing 
a deflection proportional to the absorbed light at that particular wavelength, which was detected by a 
differentially amplified quadrant photodiode and lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research SR830) 
combination. Scanning through different wavelengths gives the complete absorption spectra. 
 
Kelvin Probe 
Kelvin Probe measurements were measured using a RHC Kelvin Probe System (RHC KP030, KP 
Technology Ltd.), which measured the contact potential difference between the sample surface and a 
cylindrical gold tip (4 mm diameter). The samples were prepared under dry N2 conditions and 
transferred to the environmental chamber containing the Kelvin Probe. The work function (WF) 
measurement started immediately after the installation, when the samples were conditioned under dry 
N2. After stabilization of the work-function signal, indicating reaching the steady-state we began 
tracking of the WF value. A surface spectroscopy module (AM0.5, SPS020, KP Technology), was used 
for surface photovoltage (SPV) measurements.  
 
Temperature dependent X-Ray diffraction  
XRD was performed using a Bruker X-ray D8 Advance diffractometer with Cu Kα1,2 radiation (λ = 
1.541 Å). The Bruker D8 is equipped with Johansson monochromators that eliminate Ka2, 
AFAIK. Low-temperature measurements were made on cooling between 300 and 12 K using an Oxford 
Cryosystem PheniX stage (50 K steps; 20 min waited for equilibration of temperature). Spectra were 
collected with an angular range of 10° < 2θ < 60° and Δθ = 0.014 31° over 60 min. Measurements were 
made on drop-casted films from the nanoplatelet or nanoring suspension onto precleaned silicon 
substrates.  
 
Picosecond Transient Absorption 
The picosecond transient absorption (ps-TA) experiments were performed using an Yb-based amplified 
system (PHAROS, Light Conversion) providing 14.5 W at 1030 nm and 38 kHz repetition rate. The 
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probe beam is generated by focusing a portion of the fundamental in a 4 mm YAG substrate and spans 
from 520 to 900 nm. The pump beam is generated by seeding a portion of the fundamental to a narrow 
band optical parametric oscillator (ORPHEUS-LYRA, Light Conversion). The pump pulse was set to 
500 nm. The sample solutions were placed in 1 mm path length cuvettes (Helma). The pump and probe 
beams were focused to a size of 280 μm × 240 μm and 55 μm × 67 μm, respectively. The pump fluence 
was typically 30 μJ/cm2. The white light is delayed using a computer-controlled piezoelectric translation 
stage (Newport), and a sequence of probe pulses with and without the pump is generated using a chopper 
wheel (Thorlabs) on the pump beam. The probe pulse transmitted through the sample was detected by 
a silicon photodiode array camera (Stresing Entwicklungsbüro; visible monochromator 550 nm blazed 
grating). 
 
Transient Photoluminescence 
To record the time-resolved emission scan or photoluminescence decay of the samples, time-correlated 
single-photon counting (TCSPC) was performed. Samples were excited with a pulsed laser (PicoQuant 
LDH400 40 MHz) 470 nm, with the resulting photoluminescence decay collected on a 500 mm focal 
length spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, SpectraPro2500i) with a cooled CCD camera. The 
instrument response was determined by scattering excitation light into the detector using a piece of 
frosted glass; a value of 265 ps was obtained.  
 
Femtosecond Transient Absorption Spectroscopy 
The fs-TA experiments were performed using an Yb-based amplified system (Pharos, Light 
Conversion) providing 14.5 W at 1030 nm and a 38 kHz repetition rate. The probe beam was generated 
by focusing a portion of the fundamental in a 4 mm YAG substrate and spanned from 520 to 1400 nm. 
The pump beam was generated in a home-built noncollinear optical parametric (NOPAs; 37° cut BBO, 
type I, 5° external angle) pumped with either the second or third harmonic of the source. The NOPAs 
output (∼4–5 mW power) was centered at either 520, 660, or 860 nm, and pulses were compressed 
using a chirped mirror wedge prism (Layterc) combination to a temporal duration of 12 and 17 fs, 
respectively (upper limit determined by SHG-FROG). The white light was delayed using a computer-
controlled piezoelectric translation stage, and a sequence of probe pulses with and without pump was 
generated using a chopper wheel on the pump beam. The pump irradiance was at 19 μJ/cm2. After the 
sample, the probe pulse was split with a 950 nm dichroic mirror (Thor Laboratories). The visible light 
(520–950 nm) was then imaged with a silicon photodiode array camera (Stresing Entwicklunsbüro; 
visible monochromator 550 nm blazed grating) with the near-infrared proportion of the probe seeded to 
an IR monochromator (1200 nm blazed grating) and imaged using an InGaAs photodiode array camera 
(Sensors Unlimited). This technique allows simultaneous collection of the entire probe spectrum in a 
single shot. Offsets for the differing spectral response of the detectors was accounted for in the post-
processing of data. 
 
Steady-state Raman 
Raman measurements were performed with a Renishaw inVia Raman microscope under ambient 
conditions. Excitation was provided by 532 nm and 633 nm laser lines. The Raman emission was 
collected by a Leica 100× objective (N.A. = 0.85) and dispersed by a 1800 lines per mm grating. 
Measurements were performed on thin films of nanoplatelets and nanorings atop a glass microscope 
slide. 
 
Zeta-potential measurements 
Zeta-potential and size distribution measurements were performed on a Malvern Zetasizer NanoZSP, 
equipped with a 633 nm He-Ne laser with a maximum power of 10mW.  A glass cuvette (PCS1115) 
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was loaded with 400 µl of QDs in hexane (1 mg/ml), and a Malvern Universal Dip Cell (ZEN1002).  
was used for measurement of zeta-potential. All measurements were performed at 25C, with a minimum 
equilibration period of 2 minutes following sample loading. Zeta-potential distributions were averaged 
over 5 measurements, each of which consisted of between 50 to 100 runs.    
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